
Write your prayer for yourself, for others, or for the world....

For your Easter crane (brighter paper color):
Write your hope for yourself, for others, or for the world....

You may either fold your own cranes and return them to the church for 
display in the atrium or you may return the unfolded paper with your prayers 
and hopes for a volunteer to fold. Please join us in this year's Lenten journey.

How to Make an Origami Crane
1. Fold the paper in half diagonally, that is by taking the top corner and folding

it to the bottom corner. The crease line should run from the left corner tip to the 
right like in the picture.

2. Fold the triangle in half by taking the left corner and folding it to the right.
3. Take the top flap and open it, and align the corners at the bottom.
4. Crease the left and right sides.
5. Flip the paper over.
6. Repeat steps 3 & 4 to the other side.
7. Take both sides of the top layer and fold them in to meet in the middles, and

fold down the top triangle as shown in the diagram. Make crease lines then 
unfold all. This step is preparation for the next step.

8. Open the flap upwards.
9. Fold the left and right sides inward.

10. Flip it over and repeat steps 7 to 9.
11. It should look like picture 12 when it is done.
12. Take the upper layer of both sides and fold the lower parts to meet at the 
center. Flip the paper over and do the same thing to the other side.
13. Take the bottom flap of both layers and fold them over to the top, make a 
crease line and return the flaps to the bottom.
14. Make an inside reverse fold as shown in the diagram.
15. Make an inside reverse fold on the head and open the wings to complete the 
origami crane.

Visit www.gostandrew.com/lent for helpful video instructions

Lent 2023: Beauty for Ashes
Origami Crane Prayers
For your lenten crane (more subdued paper color):
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